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As parents, we constantly focus on developing healthy habits! We love technology because it gives us
communication, games and entertainment, and great shopping! But sometimes we become overwhelme
begin to control us rather than us controlling the technology. Whether or not the device belongs to the child
matters! So let’s set up some guidelines that focus on healthy living rather than the device-specific limitatio

1) Understand the difference between what is dangerous and what is just private! Telling kids that if
something bad will happen doesn’t resonate at all. They know plenty of people who use their real name on
has happened. Spouting off about their addresses, the school they go to, or their current whereabouts is a
avoided. However, drawing too much attention and developing relationships with people online they don’t k

2) Create a contract the whole family can live with. Check out http://lorigetz.com/parents/acceptable-us
started. It’s not just a contract your child needs to sign, but rather a working document that requires the wh
LIVE WITH TECHNOLOGY.
3) Change the conversation from device specific to desired behaviors:

1. Privacy: What is a shareable moment/event?
2. Friends: What is the difference between someone you may share a common interest with on a gam
friend that you know and trust?
3. Balance: There is a time, a place, and a tool for everything. Finding the right combination is importa

4) Get the devices out of your rooms while you sleep: It affects the production of melatonin, keeps your
hard to fall asleep. Binge watching, checking in, or sending one last post or picture can set bedtime back h

5) Charging Pads/Stations: Rather than constantly trying to take away the technology… Let the technolo
designated charging area in the kitchen or laundry room. When the kids want or need it, all they have to do
what they want or need it for, and for how long. This makes you more a part of their online world. Create T
everyone has an opportunity to disconnect from the device and reconnect with the people around them. Th
and while in the midst of having a face-to-face conversation with you is a great place to start!

6) The Internet is a community: The largest community we will ever visit with more than 1 trillion places to

people there. If you wouldn’t let your child walk out your front door and not ask them where they are going
wander this vast community without at least asking where they are going? Not every place online is meant
talk about the net as a community, and decide where they can go and with whom they can communicate. F
try kidrex.org as your preferred search engine. It’s not perfect, but it can make the web a little bit smaller.

7) Test it/Try it/Change it: Just because you have been doing something the same way forever, doesn’t m
are not happy with the behavior, let your child know, “we need to make a change because your behavior is
now…”

8) Self-Control…the App: It's tough for teens to exercise self-control when it comes to multitasking behav
Control on your Mac to stop the distractions.

9) ABC all tech!: Ask for it, Bring me along, Check first. Rather than learning about new apps after they
up restrictions (either verbally or within the settings of the device) to stop kids from downloading new apps
they Ask. This way they Bring you along so you can Check first, and decide if the app/account is right for

10) Go where they go! If your child is into gaming, you should be too. If they love to Instagram, Tweet, B
understand how it works so you can decide on appropriate guidelines. Spend a little time with them doing w
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